




OUR SERVICE
What we do for you

In addition to excellent product quality, the name Knopf & Knopf has stood 
for all-round service since 1993. It is important to us to react quickly and 
flexibly according to our customers’ wishes at all times. This is why we de-
veloped the removable reference sample for them (see illustration below). 
Moreover, we continually work on simplifying the dispatch processes, such 
as by assuming clearance tasks and offering high storage capacities. 

To keep on re-inventing ourselves, we always keep an eye out for the latest 
fashions, and depict them in our Trendletter. That is our way of keeping you 
informed and inspired.

Our customers show their appreciation by maintaining trusting business 
relationships with us, established in no small part by the many years’ em-
ployment at the company of our members of staff. We are proud of having 
a team that works well together, that takes pleasure in creative challenges.

 Trend research

 Clever logistics

 Long-serving employees



 Classics and trendsetters at the 
 same time

 Closure and decoration in all  
 materials

 Four button collections per year

BUTTONS
Timeless Beauty

People have been using buttons to close and brighten up their garments for 
centuries. Even though taste and design have continually changed over time, 
buttons are always in fashion. 

We present four new button collections per year, incorporating the latest 
trends, enabling designers to turn their view of fashion into reality. We also 
offer a wide range of accessories as further decorative elements. We also 
gladly implement the individual wishes of our customers, and turn their 
ideas into products. 

We always make sure that our buttons and accessories fulfil modern de-
mands. That is why our customers have at their disposal an array of  materials 
processed in accordance with international standards. 



HANGTAGS
Show who you are

In addition to the visual appeal it bestows, the hangtag provides potential 
customers with information about the brand and quality. We ensure that the 
message behind your creation is easily visible in the shop, too. Our hangtags 
cleverly draw attention to the design – they promote the presentation and 
constitute a permanent component of the appearance of your brand. Just like 
with our buttons, you can choose from various different materials: plastic, 
wood, paper and metal. 

We know how important each detail of the overall creation is when it comes to 
making a purchasing decision and to the brand image. That is why we also offer 
our customers labels in different shapes and basic materials, for instance as 
high-quality woven labels. However, there are two things which our products 
always have in common: consistent quality and meticulous finishing. 

 Information, decoration

 Individual design

  Hangtag and label 
production 



 Accepting responsibility 

 Protecting nature

 “Buttons against Cancer” 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
For a better tomorrow

As a business undertaking, Knopf & Knopf influences both the environment 
and the society. Knopf & Knopf is well aware that this means assuming 
responsibility. It is important to us to conserve natural resources and to 
correctly pay for work performed. 

Our products are dyed in accordance with ecological guidelines. A large 
part of our products are certified according to Öko Tex Standard 100. We 
make sure that our dealings with our employees all over the world as well as 
with our partners and suppliers are fair and based on trust. Knopf & Knopf 
International is also directly committed: with our “Buttons against Cancer” 
campaign, we have been successfully collecting donations for the German 
Childhood Cancer Foundation for years. 



INTERNATIONAL
Crossing borders

To us, “international” is more than just a tag behind our company’s name. 
With representatives in the whole of Europe and Asia, we have the best possible 
contacts in the most important production centres for buttons and accessories. 
Our on-site employees are familiar with the prevailing conditions, and are 
part of a great network. 

Our high storage capacities abroad are also to your advantage: at short notice, 
we can send your order to wherever the next processing stage will be. 

You can also visit us at international trade fairs where we are regular exhibi-
tors. We present our collections and exchange experiences with experts and 
interested parties alike. 

 Contacts in the production centres

 Fast, global dispatch

 International presentation 



SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Partners in creation

Knopf & Knopf International focuses on care and quality at every stage of its 
production processes. We design our order processing as flexibly as possible 
in the interests of our customers. Our international representatives make it 
easier to ensure fast transportation to the various countries of production. 

Our customers appreciate this service. Well-known fashion producers such 
as Hugo Boss and s.Oliver have been associated with us for years. Interna-
tionally known designers such as Guido Maria Kretschmer, Talbot & Runhof 
and Michael Michalsky use our products to put the finishing touches to their 
creations. We are proud of these mature business relations, which we cultivate 
with care. 

 Care and quality

 International service

 Trusting business 
 relations 
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